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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the CSLU Broadcast News transcription system used in the DARPA 1997 evaluation. The system was built using the softwares
developed for the CSLU LVCSR project started in
January 1997. This 25K-word vocabulary system
used continuous HMMs for acoustic modeling and
the standard backo trigram as the language model.
The search used a single pass decoder with MLLR
based adaptation technique. Although on the standard DARPA 20k WSJ task our system obtained
11.6% word error, the 39% error on this year's evaluation suggests there are still many aspects need to
be learned for a new comer like us.

1. Introduction

This paper presents the CSLU Broadcast News transcription system used in the DARPA 1997 evaluation. The system was built using software developed
for the CSLU LVCSR project, initiated in January
1997. The project proceeded through development
and evaluation of systems associated with previous
DARPA tasks; speci cally the RM system, and the
WSJ-5k and WSJ-20k systems. On October 1st,
1997, work was begun on the Broadcast News task
for the November, 1997 evaluation.
The 1997 Hub4 evaluation posed some new challenges to us: (1) 1997 was the rst year that we
started the Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) project, and (2) it was the rst time
that we participated in a DARPA LVCSR evaluation. During the past year we spent much of our
time re-inventing the wheel, and it was a good learning experience for us.
The CSLU Hub4-system is based on continuous
HMMs, with a 25k-word vocabulary. WSJ SI-284

and BN training data were used for acoustic training. The decision tree-based state clustering algorithm [24] was used to cluster the phonetic contexts,
which resulted in 5300 distinct states. The system
was bootstrapped from our WSJ-20K system. The
standard forward-backward algorithm was used for
model estimation on the combined data set. The resulting cross-word triphone system has 12 Gaussians
per state. The good-turing method was employed to
estimate the back-o trigram language model, which
resulted in a model with 10M trigrams and 5M bigrams. The pre-segment/cluster information provided by CMU was used. The evaluation system
yielded 39% word error rate on the ocial test data.

2. A quick review of CSLU
LVCSR e ort

In January 1997 the Center for Spoken Language
(CSLU) at CSLU assembled a three-person team and
started the large vocabulary project. We used the
DARPA tasks during the past 10 years as our progress
milestones.
 From January to March, we worked on the Resource Management (RM) task. During this
period, we implemented the basic training and
decoding software.
 From April to July, we worked on the Wall
Street Journal (WSJ) 5k task. During this
period, we implemented the Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(MLLR) [16, 9] and Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTN) [15, 6], and started to play
with language models.
 From August to September, we worked on the
WSJ 20k system and implemented the parallel version of our training and decoding tools.

Language modeling, Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) [25, We basically adopted BBN's strategy in the 1996
10, 26] and Speaker Adaptive training (SAT) [2]
evaluation: One set of acoustic models for all the BN
conditions [17]. The system was planned as:
were studied at this period.
 From October to November, we received all the
1. Monophone recognition and acoustic wave segtraining/development data related to Broadmentation
cast News (BN) and started to build the eval2. Segment clustering
uation system.
3. VTN adaptation based on the decoded monoOur search engine is a single pass decoder which
phone string
supports word-dependent N -best results [21], high
4. Decode with the speaker-independent models
order language models, and cross-word triphone for
with VTN
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition. This
is an extension of the token passing algorithm [23].
5. Decode with MLLR using the output from the
previous step
By decoupling the search and the search space, the
tree is re-entered conceptually instead of being copied.
3.1. Dictionary
Cross-word triphone decoding is achieved by tagging
The baseform of our dictionary used the LIMSI 1993
tokens di erently which are being passed along the
WSJ 20k word pronunciations, and we appended 5k
same tree nodes. Multiple pruning strategies are emmore words to the dictionary based on word frequenployed to alleviate the increased CPU cost incurred
cies in the BN LM data. The pronunciations for
by the re-entry and the delayed application of lanthese 5k words were extracted from the CMU dicguage model probabilities.
tionary and hand-tuned to make it \consistent" to
the LIMSI dictionary. We used the same method to
generate the pronunciations for words in the training
TASK
Baseline MLLR+VTN
data which were not in our dictionary. This dictioRM Oct'89
3.1%
nary has 1.6% OOV on the 1996 Hub4 evaluation
RM Feb'91
2.7%
set. Post evaluation analysis showed we have a 2.2%
WSJ5k ST DT 05
10.2%
OOV rate on this year's evaluation set.
WSJ5k Nov'92
8.2%
5.4%
3.2. Acoustic Training
WSJ20k SI DT 20
17.2%
The seed models used in the Hub4 system training
WSJ20k Nov'92
13.7%
11.6%
were from our WSJ20k system. Due to our limited
CPU resources, we were never able to test all the
resulting
acoustic models on the complete 1996 deTable 1: Our System Performance on the Previous
velopment
or evaluation data set. We randomly seDARPA Tasks
lected 181 segments (about 1000 seconds of speech
data) from the 1996 PE data. This set was used as
The results achieved on these tasks are summaour development set all through the evaluation.
rized in Table 2., All these results are obtained using
A number of experiments were conducted to nd
the viable ways to move from the WSJ task to the
the standard training set and evaluation set. Our Resource Management system uses the standard WordBN task. These include:
Pair grammar, and the rest use trigram models. These
 Forward-Backward (FB) training with pooled
results compare favorably with other systems of equal
WSJ (SI 284) and BN data.
complexity [24, 14, 7, 27].
 Forward-Backward training with WSJ second
channel data and BN data.
3. Development of the 1997
 Forward-Backward training using BN data only
evaluation system
 SAT
At the end of September we received all the data related to the Hub4 task (acoustic and language mod MLLR
eling data). Due to the time constraints, all the de MAP
cisions made for Hub4 speci c components are based
on the discussions in [3, 20, 18, 4, 8, 28, 11, 22, 13]
and our understanding of these approaches.

3.5. The Evaluation System and Results
We were not able to make the adaptation based
training method work better than the standard forward- The system used in the ocial evaluation is orgabackward training for the time being, perhaps benized as follows:
cause we did not nd the optimal parameters or sim1. Run the speaker-independent system on the
ply because we have bugs in our software. Some of
provided segments.
the results are summarized in Table 3.2.
2. Group all the data from the same cluster to
perform MLLR and re-run the adapted system
System
WER
on the data in this cluster.
FB: BN only
39.1%
3. Repeat step 2 until all the clusters are proFB: WSJ SI284+BN 38.4%
cessed.
MAP: WSJ, BN
39.6%
Our speaker-independent acoustic model is also
MLLR: BN
40.6%
gender-independent (one set of models only). It is
trained with WSJ SI-284 and BN training data using
Table 2: Word Error Rates (WER) for di erent
a standard forward-backward algorithm. The system
training methods, without adaptation in decoding
was bootstrapped from our WSJ-20K system. The
decision tree based algorithm was used to cluster the
context, which resulted in 5300 distinct states. The
3.3. Language Modeling
resulting cross-word triphone system has 12 GausThe CMU-Cambridge language model package V2.0
sians per state (total: 63.6k Gaussians).
was used [19, 5]. The text materials include the WSJ
The results on the 1997 evaluation are summaLM data and BN LM data obtained from LDC. All
rized in Table 3.5.. When we generated these results,
the ller words were removed from the text and the
it was the rst time our system was run on a comonly context cue used was the sentence begin/end.
plete data set.
Transcriptions for the BN acoustic data were copied
twice as part of the training data as suggested in [1].
The good-turing method was employed to estiResult
WER
mate the back-o trigram language model, which reBaseline
41.7%
sulted in a model with 10M trigrams and 5M biAdaptation 39.0%
grams. This language model has a perplexity of 170
on the 1996 evaluation data and a perplexity of 150
Table 3: Word Error Rates (WER) with/without
on the 1997 data (from post evaluation analysis).
MLLR
3.4. Segmentation and Clustering

We experimented with the commonly adopted strategy: Use the silence segments located by a monophone recognizer as boundaries of presegments and
then use some distortion measures to cluster these
segments. The method proposed by [12] was implemented. We experimented with this method on
concatenated WSJ utterances and found generally it
worked quite well. When we experimented with the
actual BN data with monophone recognition generated boundaries, we found the presegmentation generating too many very long (short) utterances. These
segments could not be processed by our decoder (due
to the memory requirement or adaptation requirement of duration) and also caused many cluster errors. This may be due to the fact that we trained
monophones on RM data, which are acoustically quite
di erent from BN data. We therefore decided to
use the presegment/cluster information provided by
CMU for this evaluation.

3.6. Resources

Our computing resources were limited to 7 Intel Pentium Pro 200 dual-CPU 512M RAM machines (3 of
them were obtained at the end of August and 2 of
them was obtained 2 weeks before the deadline). Our
decoder runs about 300 times real time on the BN
data. Due to the memory requirement of the decoder, we can only use 1 CPU per machine during
decoding. The total human resources devoted to the
e ort during the N months of the e ort was about
two man years.

4. Issues

In the past year we progressed from Resource Management and Wall Street Journal Tasks, which served
as our training grounds, and jumped into much more
complicated BN task. Many things are still mysterious to us. There are a list of issues that we need

to investigate before our system can catch up to the
eld. These include:
1. How to handle LVCSR recognition in noisy environments (the Hub3 type task).
2. How to handle constant changes of speaker/
environment.
3. How to handle sentence fragments due to presegmentation.
4. How to make the decoder handle OOV gracefully (on our small development set, we found
roughly an OOV word caused about 4 insertion/deletion/substitution errors).
5. How to make adaptive training methods (such
as MAP, SAT, MLLR) work.

5. Concluding Remarks

This paper reported our rst attempt in the LVCSR
research. It is a good learning experience for us. The
one-year catch-up game resulted in a basic systembuilding software package which will serve as the research platform for our future research. We note that
many of the problems that must solved require solving problems that have been encountered and solved
by others before us. While many basic concepts are
presented in the literature, creating a competitive
system clearly involves confronting and solving many
interesting problems. We hope that having to pay
dues may result in some creative new ideas that will
bene t the eld.
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